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ABSTRACT

We investigate the relations between user perceptions of work task complexity, topic specificity, and usefulness of retrieved results. 23 academic researchers submitted detailed descriptions of 65 real-life work tasks in the physics domain, and assessed documents retrieved from an integrated collection consisting of full text research articles in PDF, abstracts, and bibliographic records [6]. Bibliographic records were found to be more precise than full text PDFs, regardless of task complexity and topic specificity. PDFs were found to be more useful. Overall, for higher task complexity and topic specificity bibliographic records demonstrated much higher precision than did PDFs on a four-graded usefulness scale.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information search and retrieval]

General Terms
Performance, Human Factors.

Keywords
Task-based IR; Task complexity; Search topic specificity

1. INTRODUCTION

In today’s digital environment, information retrieval (IR) commonly takes place in search environments consisting of diverse document and information types. It is thus of interest to observe how searchers evaluate the variety of potentially relevant or useful information for carrying out the task at hand. In this study, we analyze real users in academic work task situations, their judgments of usefulness of retrieved documents (bibliographic book records and PDFs), and their perceptions of their work tasks.

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.

\(^1\) http://itlab.dbit.dk/~isearch

We differentiate between relevance and usefulness. Relevance is referred to as topical relevance [7], and usefulness is regarded as a quality of information that relates directly to the task at hand [8]. We also differentiate work tasks from information or search tasks. Information tasks are called upon when the task performer encounters difficulties in completing work tasks. Work tasks are performed over a period of time, during which information searches are conducted when information needs arise. Examples of work tasks include both job-related tasks, like writing a paper for a conference, and daily-life tasks, like cooking a meal. Any retrieved relevant information will support the task performers in clarifying the topic area and useful information will support them moving forward in their work task solution [2].

There has not been extensive research on how usefulness assessment is related to perceived task complexity and topic specificity in integrated IR systems [4]. Integrated IR systems provide access to a variety of information objects from multiple sources through aggregated search engines. The purpose of the present research is two-fold: (1) to analyze how task performers assess different information types retrieved simultaneously and represented as bibliographic records and PDFs; and (2) to understand the relationship between graded usefulness assessments, work task complexity and search topic specificity, as perceived by the same task performers.

Earlier studies (see Section 2) did not investigate in-depth the influence of information object types on assessments of degree of usefulness in relation to topic specificity and task complexity. Specifically, in this paper we analyzed the data in the \(iSearch\) collection (see section 3) to address the following research questions: (Q1) How do task performers assess the usefulness of different document types in the \(iSearch\) collection? In other words, how do different types of documents contribute to search results? (Q2) What is the relationship between perceived task complexity, search topic specificity, graded usefulness assessments and document types? In other words, how are different types of documents assessed for usefulness under influence of perceived properties of work tasks?

2. RELATED WORK

Studies of task complexity and task performers’ information-seeking behaviour in professional settings [1] found that the degree of perceived work task complexity influenced the seeking
process and constitutes a central property of tasks [11]. Recently, Ingwersen and Wang [4] investigated the association between perceived specificity of search topics and work task complexity; as well as their respective or joint contributions to usefulness assessments. They found that both topic specificity and task complexity played important roles in the task performers' evaluations of the search results. The more specific the search topic was perceived, the lower the retrieval performance and mean number of useful retrieved documents. The same was observed for increasing level of work task complexity. However, the perceived specificity of the search topic had more influence than perceived complexity of the work task. Further, when the documents were assessed as highly useful, they were likely proportionally related to the highly complex tasks.

Figure 1 [12] depicts the classic model of a real world assessment situation, in which the document information elements (DIEs) of retrieved documents were evaluated according to certain user criteria (e.g., quality, novelty) to derive at judgments of values for the task at hand (e.g., functional, conditional), which forms the bases for decision (e.g., accept, maybe). Further the task performers' states of knowledge and situations influence their assessments of usefulness of retrieved documents. In today’s digital IR systems, both document representations and full texts are accessible in an integrated system, which may affect the amount of information viewed during the interactive assessment process and influence the assessment outcomes.

Figure 1: Factors involved in assessment of retrieved document [12].

3. DATA COLLECTION and ANALYSIS

For this study, we used the iSearch test collection [6], which consists of 18,442 English bibliographic records harvested from library catalogs, 143,571 articles in full-text PDF, and 291,246 abstracts and metadata from the open access portal arXiv.org. In this study we focus on the bibliographic book records and the PDFs to identify the difference in usefulness assessments between document representation types. The iSearch also includes descriptions of 65 real-world work tasks from 23 academic researchers (hereafter task performers) in Physics from 3 universities in Denmark. The data were collected in several stages: the task performer filled out an online form with 5 questions to describe the task performers' work task situation in context: (1) What are you looking for? (“What do you want the system to find, e.g. in arxiv.org?”) (2) What is the motivation of the topic? “Why are you looking for this, what problem/task can be solved with the information + in what context did the problem arise?” (3) What central search terms would you use to express your situation and information need? (“Please provide 2-3 relevant search terms:”) (4) What is your background knowledge of this topic? (“What do you know that might further help the system understand your situation?) (5) What would an ideal answer look like? (“What should a perfect answer contain to solve your problem or task?”)

Based on participants’ descriptions of their information needs, the iSearch team searched and retrieved documents for all tasks. To make the assessment manageable, up to 200 documents were provided to the task performer. Wherever possible, the distribution of retrieved document types was proportional to the collection distribution [6]. The search results were made available to the task performers who had submitted the descriptions of the search tasks and topics. The task performers assessed the usefulness of each retrieved document within one week using a dedicated Website. They were trained to use the Website. Usefulness was measured as highly, fairly, marginally, or not useful, based on Sormunen's relevance measurement scale [8].

As part of the post assessment questionnaire, task performers judged the degree of work task complexity and the level of topic specificity [4]. Perceived task complexity was measured as high, fair, marginal, or routine task (least complex); marginal or fairly complex tasks were combined into one category in analysis. Perceived topic specificity was assessed as high, fair, or generic (least specific). Therefore, both task complexity and topic specificity were measured in three levels. The following examples illustrate how a participant perceived topic specificity. Stryahl ratio was regarded as highly specific, gouge group fairly specific, and solar wind as generic topic.

Overall, participants submitted between 2 to 5 search tasks. A total of 65 search tasks were carried out resulting in 11,066 documents that were assessed by the 23 participants; the mean number of assessed documents per search task was 170 (ranged from 18 to 200). In this paper the analysis was carried out on the total number of the assessed iSearch documents.

4. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

We briefly present distributions of document usefulness (Tables 1 & 2) from Ingwersen and Wang [4] as a context for interpreting the new results in Tables 3-4.

4.1 Usefulness, task complexity & topic specificity

As in Table 1, only 26.0% of the 11,066 assessed documents were judged as useful in various degrees. Table 1 also suggests that the level of task complexity might have affected the performer's assessment of usefulness of the retrieved documents. Highly useful documents seemed to intersect with the highly complex search tasks (mean = 8.3, precision = 4.8%); overall, marginally useful documents showed a substantially better mean and higher precision than fairly useful documents; fairly useful documents showed a better mean and higher precision than highly useful documents. The results in Tables 3-4 indicate that both book records and PDFs contributed to this overlapping of highly complex tasks with highly useful documents.

There is, however, a slightly different association between document usefulness and search topic specificity as compared to task complexity. The most useful and the highest precision were consistently associated with the fairly (not highly) specific search topics. This might suggest that the perceived specificity of the search topic affected the performers' judgments of usefulness.
4.2 Effect of document type on precision

We compared the precision of the bibliographic records and PDF documents across different degrees of task complexity and topic specificity. The documents assessed as routine (least complex) and generic (least specific) were excluded due to the fact that no book records (or PDFs) were retrieved for these cases. The total number of search requests in Table 2 is thus smaller than in Table 1.

Overall, search precision for bibliographic records is much higher than for PDFs: 44% vs. 22.4% for tasks of high and fair complexity; 38.6% vs. 23.2% for tasks of high and fair specificity. Using the average precision of 26% as a benchmark (precision, last row, Table 1), the precision for bibliographic records strongly exceeds this comparison; the precision for full text PDFs is slightly below this comparison. On the other hand, the PDFs made much greater contributions to the useful documents than the bibliographic records; the ratio of contributions ranges between 3.3 and 4.6 to one. This should be observed against the fact that the ratio of PDFs versus book records in iSearch is almost 9:1. Therefore, the task performers’ judgment of more useful books was not in line with the odds for random selection.

In this study, the average precision (the percentage of useful retrieved documents) was generally low (26%), similar to the earlier study of real users’ document selection behaviour [12]. Generally speaking, the more complex the tasks, or the more specific the topics were, the fewer the retrieved useful documents for both document types – Table 2.

In terms of precision of the documents assessed as highly useful, the more complex the tasks were, the higher the precision, Tables 3-4. This finding may seem counter-intuitive; and might be interpreted that the task performers tended to be less discriminative when they perceived the tasks as highly complex. Perceived complexity may be influenced by knowledge of the task. It is worth further study to investigate if there is a causal relationship between the perception and knowledge state [4].

Additionally, the task performers evaluated fewer document information elements available in bibliographic records than in PDF metadata. There were both abstracts and full texts readily accessible for PDFs. Thus, participants were likely less discriminative when evaluating bibliographic records while the availability of the full text for PDF documents allowed the task performers to reach informed assessments of usefulness. Further studies should closely examine this point because it has implications for both system design and understanding of human behavior.

4.3 Document type, usefulness, nature of task

Tables 3 and 4 provide detailed summary of the assessments of usefulness associated with the two levels of task complexity and search topic specificity. For both document types we found that the highest mean number of highly useful documents (also the highest precision) is associated to the work tasks perceived as highly complex. This corroborates the finding (see Table 1) that there was an overlapping between highly useful documents and highly complex work tasks. For search topics of high specificity, a similar pattern was found, but only for the bibliographic records (Tables 3-4). In comparison, for book records, the precision for all levels of usefulness assessments was substantially higher than that for PDFs at all levels of complexity: P = 4.9%; 13.6% and 25.4% for book records at the three usefulness levels, Table 3 vs. P = 2.0%; 5.1% and 17.35% for PDFs, Table 4. However, the number of assessed book records is rather small; thus it is fair to assume that some kind of scarcity effect may have occurred during the assessment process [10]. In terms of search topic specificity, the overlapping between highly useful documents and highly specific topics for books is also higher than that of PDFs (P = 20% and mean = 3 vs. P = 1.8% and mean = 1.8 for PDFs), which did not occur for other levels.

The effect of document type (bibliographic references vs. full text) on relevance assessments has been reported in a previous study [9]. Our findings on topical specificity are inclusive, which calls for further studies.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this exploratory study, we analyzed the data in the iSearch Collection to identify relationships between usefulness assessment, the nature of work tasks and document types. The nature of work tasks has two dimensions: the perceived work task complexity and the perceived search topic specificity. Despite of the small number of book records, they contributed to a larger than expected proportion of the useful documents for both highly specific topics and highly complex tasks. In general, higher task complexity and topic specificity seemed to lead to high number of highly useful Bibliographic records. However, regardless of document types in general tasks of fair complexity as well as topics of fair specificity tended to have more fairly and marginally useful documents retrieved.

We found in addition that task performers tend to be less discriminative in their assessments when 1) they perceive the tasks as highly complex and 2) they evaluate bibliographic records, probably owing to fewer available document information elements compared to PDFs.

The preliminary findings in this study extend the previous results [3, 4]. The main limitation is the data collected from the naturalist experiment with little or no control. Therefore, not all potential factors were present or observed. Further studies should collect longitudinal data on how perceived nature of tasks changes over time and how these changes affect assessment. Precision is a classic measurement of IR; its value in the naturalistic IR should be evaluated. Alternative performance measurements such as task completeness, task satisfaction, and mean average precision (MAP) or normalized cumulated gain of ranked output from retrieval runs [5] should be considered.
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Table 1: Document usefulness, task complexity, and task topic specificity (from [4]). prec. = precision. Bold = max. value per usefulness degree. The last row gives the total, mean or average.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task Complexity</th>
<th>Document Usefulness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>tasks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Comparison of Performances of Bibliographic Records and PDF Documents. Max. values in bold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task Complexity</th>
<th>Document Usefulness</th>
<th>Bibliographic Records</th>
<th>PDFs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>tasks</td>
<td># assessed docs</td>
<td># useful docs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>314</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>589</td>
<td>262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>51</td>
<td>903</td>
<td>397</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Book records. Degree of usefulness vs. task complexity and topic specificity. Max. values in bold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task Complexity</th>
<th>Document Usefulness (Book Records)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>tasks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: PDF full texts. Degree of usefulness vs. task complexity and topic specificity. Max. values in bold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task Complexity</th>
<th>Document Usefulness (PDFs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>tasks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 305